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Description:
Colorful Florals
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Lesley Teare Designs

 

 

Spendid in the summer heat, here are the portraits of six brightly colored flowers: a sunflower, an anemone, a
fuchsia, a poppy, an aster and a marigold.

 

Designer Lesley Teare uses a very modern layout, similar to that of a photographer, focusing on the center of the
flower, as if trying to capture the essence and personality of each one.

 

The designs are entirely filled with cross stitches in a wonderful palette of bright and contrasted colors. This means
you can also stitch the patterns in needlework, on a blank canvas.

 

Each square is a little less than 7 by 7  inches (on 14 count). You can frame each individual flower and place them
beside a window, next to your potted plants, to add a touch of color.

 

Alternatively, if you can sew, why not integrate the squares in a colorful quilt project. They would make a colorful
summer tote or a brightly colored cushion for your outdoor furniture.  

 The chart comes with an extensive Cross stitch Guide detailing all stitches.

A cross stitch pattern by Lesley Teare Designs.

>> see more patterns by Lesley Teare Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Colorful Florals

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/lesley-teare-designs-colorful-florals-cross-stitch-xml-215_227-2918.html


Chart size in stitches: * each square* 38 x 38 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size * of each square * in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, 

Chart: Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 19

Themes: sunflower, anemone, fuchsia, poppy, aster and marigold 

 

>> see more flower patterns by Lesley Teare Designs
>> see all patterns with flowers (all designers)

>> see all patterns for needlepoint / tapestry(all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2918&w=38&h=38
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/flower-cross-stitch-lesley-teare-xsl-296_538_539.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/flower-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-211_273.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/other-needlework-techniques-needlepoint-tapestry-xsl-215_227.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/lesley-teare-designs-colorful-florals-cross-stitch-xml-215_227-2918.html

